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Many contradictory observations describe the influence of dietary restriction on longevity in
different species. The main attention is devoted to the role of caloric contents and food composition
(Holliday, 2006). The most significant results are obtained in flies (Carey et al., 1998; Magwere et al.,
2004; Cooper et al., 2004). Investigations show that the increase in life expectancy in Drosophila is
determined by reduction of either dietary yeast or sugar but not only by a reduction of the caloric
content (Mair et al., 2005). Life span of Drosophila was extended much more by reduction of yeast
concentration than by the equivalent reduction in sugar.

The report investigates the longevity in Mexfly under various regimes of calorie limitation and
different proportions of sugar and yeast in food. 4 diets were investigated experimentally: full sugar
diet, sugar yeast mix in proportions 24:1, 9:1 and 3:1. The mix was diluted with water to make the
standard calorie content of the food 133.2 (ckal/g). After this the fixed diet food was diluted with the
water in proportions 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, 10% and 0% to prepare the food with different calorie
intake. Under each of 24 regimes the individual life span and daily reproduction was registered.

The analysis of longevity under different diets with fixed caloric content confirms the statistically
significant effect of the mean life span increase in both sexes when yeast are added. The amount of
eggs produced during the lifetime under fixed caloric content increases with the increase of the amount
of yeast and takes global maximum at 50% dilution of the food with water.

The role of reproduction in longevity was modeled under the hypothesis of energy reallocation
between reproduction and life support systems. This is supposed to be a mechanism for physiological
adaptation (Novoseltsev et al., 2002; Romanyukha et al., 2004). In the model the hypothesis is reflected
by reallocation of energy, proportional to the amount of sugar in food, and of energy, proportional to
the amount of yeast. In addition the model accounts for the energy spent for reparation of damages,
which were produced by the energy used for the life support.

The results of modeling show good agreement with experimental data which confirms the right
direction of the modeling. The account for protein, received with yeast, used for reparation of damages
explains the life extension in the presence of yeast.


